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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Monica Armani

Silenzio LED Suspension by
Luceplan

The Silenzio LED Suspension was designed by Monica Armani
for Luceplan in 2013. Rugged yet elegant, this light is upholstered
in the beautiful Kvadrat Remix fabric and truly encompasses
contemporary design. This fabric is elegant yet durable,
distinguished by exceptionally vivid colours and designed by
Giulio Ridolfo. Remix 2 looks unicoloured from a distance but
reveals subtle details and colour contrasts when viewed close-up,
adding a level of depth to the Silenzio Suspension. The Silenzio is
sound absorbent, enhancing the ambience of the room and
making it perfect for public spaces or areas in your home where
you regularly host guests. The built-in LEDs emit a gentle warm
white colour, whilst the grooved inside surface of the shade
provide optimal light reflection, brightening your entire space and
creating a fabulous lighting effect with a cosy touch.

This light also offers the option of an additional bottom screen that
is used to diffuse light output, this is not a required aspect of this
luminaire but can be purchased as an accessory.

Available colours: Light Grey, Dark Grey, Rust and Sand.
Wide range of colour schemes available on request, with a
surcharge.

Available in three sizes.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/luceplan-silenzio-led-suspension/15661


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

Small
Screen: 45W, 3000K, 3814 Lumens
No Screen: 45W, 3000K, 4049 Lumens

Medium
Screen: 45W, 3000K, 4091 Lumens
No Screen: 45W, 3000K, 4324 Lumens

Large
Screen: 45W, 3000K, 4185 Lumens
No Screen: 45W, 3000K, 4377 Lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via Dali dimming systems.
Please consult your electrician, additional wiring
may be required on site.

Dimensions: Small
Shade: Ø90cm
Shade Height: 45cm

Medium
Shade: Ø120cm
Shade Height: 45cm

Large
Shade: Ø150cm
Shade Height: 45cm
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